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VISIONS finding God’s light
Art and religion , devotion and spirit, are
hold together by the great human ability of
containing different perceptions of reality
and transcending them into a kaleidoscopic
vision of shapes and colors, speaking the
language of heart.
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Religious iconic tradition and modern spiritual and
holistic revelations can be seen as different approaches to the same desire: to reach a more ample vision
of reality where even the hardest existential questions
can find an answer.

“We collect images coming from the sky, they are angels
talking to our heart, giving us hope for a better world. We
move between their wings hooking our desires to their
flights and when we return to the real world we feel light,
suspended, alleviate from any weight.” DeltaN.A.
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In the strength of God’s message our
life becomes joyful, we learn to
transcend daily obstacles and we restore our dreams increasing our spiriual energy and our desire of living
as best as we can. Only thanks to our
renewed forces we can find the courage to emit in the world light and
creativity.
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Tradition and modern in religious art

Traditional icons with sober faces and enchanting colors, reminds us how much
devotion, strength and faith we need to
ascend and reach a religious vision of the
world.
They are not just static images, but stories
mounted between golden stars and drapery of fully decorated clothes in which
every embroidery and every line are symbol of the sacrifice of men voted to God.
Irina Daylene’s artworks tell the story of
people voted to faith throught starry heavens and gracefully sculpted faces doing
justice to the greatness of human spirit.
Jesus begging
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Biography

Irina Daylene is a US artist and sculptor with Armenian-Russian background.
Since her early childhood Irina has been living
with a deep faith in God and grateful toward
Him. After an inspiring meeting with one of the
enlightened elders of Russia, who blessed her
for the creation of the
sculpture embodying
St.
Nicholas, she
started working on more
religious icons
creating also
the sculpture
of Jesus Christ
our
Savior
Venerable Sergius of Radonezh
that has been
donated in 2015 to the Patriarch Kirill of Moscow and all Russia.

Irina has exhibited in numerous group and solo
shows and her artworks have won several
awards and are part of many private and public
collections around the world.
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DELTA N.A.
A spiritual vision

We grow up in a material world where little space is given to creativity free of prejudice and our
mind is slave to ubiquitous communication.
From this excess of reality emerges the pursuit of
a spiritual vision, able to transcend material into
evanescent and to tell life with infinite grace,
through the eyes of heart.
Overlapping figures, request for help and pray
to the Universe are the distinctive caracteristic of
Delta N.A.’s artistic expression that is able to
overlook the material wealth becoming the voice
of the link between humanity and infinity.

The gift of Universe

Biography
Delta N.A. is an artistic duo composed by Neva
Epoque and Alessandro Vignola; they have
been working together since 2009 developing a
tecnique of “work in unison“ that leaded them
to create, with a shared language, pieces of art
that seem made by only one artist.
After a long path of introspection the duo has
found the object of their artistic journey into
the exploration of the deepnees of human soul
and the complexity of life. Each painting is an
imn to the emotional and psychic reaction of
mankind to situations of insight, when the mind
gets open and a new counsciousness comes to
light.
Delta N.A.’s artworks has been showed all
around the world in many galleries, museums
and istitutions across U.S.A., Europe and Asia
and their works have been recognized as a unique expression of Italian contemporary art.
In the sky as in mankind

Together
The language of art has always helped mankind
along its path, not only recovering spirituality, but
also finding the strenght to remain anchored to the
soul. Human complexity and soul richness flow into
art giving voice to the rooted aspiration of comprehending the meaning of Universe and life.
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With this exhibition Irina Daylene and Delta
N.A. look way beyond the earthly goods to
reach a reality where spiritual sensitivity and
compassion are the foundations to daily actions and the search for inner well-being becomes the main purpose of existence.
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“Together, heart and soul and faith in God,
we can reach the sky and find happiness at
first sight”. Delta N.A.

